2002 Business Plan Competition Winners

$25,000 WRF Capital Grand Prize

Cogelix
Dennis Luo, Mark Laliberte, David Craig, Paul Mathew
Provide a less-invasive radiation therapy to cancer patients.

$10,000 Jones Foundation Finalist Teams

Q Beverage Company
Joel Berman, Mark Fischer, Kurt Wisecup, Ann Greeley, Rick Starbuck
Offer an herb-enhanced malt drink alternative.

MicroGREEN Polymers
Krishna Nadella, Gregory Branch, Anand Daga, Alexander Mayhan
Produce an environmentally-friendly foam.

Mount Si Designs
Zachary Skochko, Brigham Graff, Kristin Sheen, Danelle Hoffa
Make of a light-weight, crush-resistant, waterproof and collapsible food container.

$5,000 Best Idea Prizes

UW E-Business Program Best Idea in E-Commerce
Gostnet Internet Services
Gabe Frost, Michael Kirk, Ryan Bukoskey, Tim Karren, Dustin Frost, Mark Meuhlbauer
Provide Internet access to rural communities.

Bay Partners Best Idea in Technology
Cogelix
Dennis Luo, Mark Laliberte, David Craig, Paul Mathew
Provide a less-invasive radiation therapy to cancer patients.

Microsoft SMB Best Idea for an International Business
Icosa Village
John O'Rourke, Joel Berman, Sanford Ponder, Matthew Appel, Matthew Dunning
Build inexpensive, portable “pod” shelters, or temporary housing.

Net Impact Best Idea for a Sustainable Business
MicroGREEN Polymers
Krishna Nadella, Gregory Branch, Anand Daga, Al Mayhan
Produce an environmentally-friendly foam.